What ideas could we use to improve our public space?

- Like
- Dislike

**Play Streets**
- pedestrian-first design
- street trees
- sidewalk windows

**Living Alleys**
- pedestrian-focused and bike-friendly
- green infrastructure
- community activation

**Green Connections**
- link existing parks and open spaces
- stormwater management
- green streets design

**Slow Zones**
- lower traffic speeds and safety
- green infrastructure
- local identity

---

**What's your idea for improving public space?**

- How can we improve the public realm so it's like this for everyone who has to live here (i.e., 'the homeless')? Can we take any existing homeless support services to these various public realm improvement projects? Maybe financial incentives for hotels to build up green infrastructure, help with litter removal, etc.

Dr. How can we make better use of safety space in the city? Is this an opportunity to create more public realm this way? Or at least, we could incentivize businesses, such as green roofs, food production, water collection, energy production, leisure space, etc.

How about new design tools like pedestrian-friendly parks that weave across the top of buildings throughout the neighborhood, like a new layer of public space atop private space. Or, how far? ☄️

---

**What's your idea for improving public space?**

- Isn't this already in practice for the most part?

This neighborhood needs a pedestrian-friendly park, not a park for bike riders. Instead of designing public realm, let's think about elements to help foster this unique identity — no other neighborhood's better suited in San Francisco!